We believe: There is always a better way

We strive to create sustainable and lasting value for our customers.

We add real value to your business.

We constantly innovate and always try to improve.

We know that collaboration gets the best results.
Munters Vision
Global leaders in energy efficient air treatment solutions
And our Tagline is....
We create the perfect climate for a broad range of industries

- Agriculture
- Automotive
- Chemical processing
- Commercial & Public Buildings
- Construction
- Data centres & Telecoms
- Defence & Aerospace
- Education
- Electronics
- Food & Beverage
- General Industry Production
- Greenhouse
- Healthcare
- Oil, Gas & Petroleum
- Pharmaceutical
- Power generation & Distribution
- Pulp, paper & printing
- Recreation & Leisure
- Retail & Supermarkets
- Shipping & Marine
- Steel Industry
- Storage, Archives & Preservation
- Temporary Structures
- Water & Waste Water
Some figures ..... 

60 Years of innovation  
550 MUSD in annual net sales  
2,700 Employees  
18 Manufacturing plants  
7 Logistics and assembly hubs  
50 Offices in more than 30 countries  
320,000 Air Treatment systems installed to date  
2010 Munters was purchased by Nordic Capital fund VII
Building on a history of innovations...

- Founded by Carl Munters (1897-1987), Swedish inventor and entrepreneur
- A pioneer in desiccant rotor & evaporative cooling/humidification
- Applied for close to 1,000 patents

Desiccant rotor for dehumidification

Evaporative cooling and
Perfect Climate solutions delivered in four Business Areas

**Air Treatment**
Air treatment solutions for comfort, process optimization and environmental protection.

**AgHort**
Climate control systems for optimum growth and development of agriculture and horticulture applications.

**Mist Elimination**
Solutions for separation of liquids from gas flows to increase productivity, protect equipment and save the environment.

**Data Center**
Climate solutions for Data Centers and Telecom baset on direct and indirect evaporativ cooling technology.
The world’s climate control experts

- Manufacturing plants: 18
- Sales and service offices: 53
- Logistic and assembly hubs: 7
- Countries covered remotely by Munters or by partners: ~ 60
- Headquarters: Brentford, UK and Kista, Sweden
Our global services guarantee

Trouble-free climate control

• Installation support and assembly supervision
• Startup and commissioning support
• Training and competence development
• Maintenance
• Performance check for optimal operation
• Efficiency and performance upgrades
• Genuine parts
Awards and acknowledgments

For innovation within agriculture
For innovation in air cleaning for livestock buildings
For future thinking and design
For commitment to the environment and energy efficiency
For continuous quality improvement
For accident prevention in cold storage facilities.
For energy conservation in a logistics facility
For excellence in air conditioning and cooling
For new ways to transport freight
For innovation in cooling for dry climates
Munters is closer now to you in Qatar

We are proud to announce our new partner in Qatar M/s Mannai
Thanks